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Chapter 3: Capital Structure  

Introduction 

Capital structure is the combination of debt and equity to finance a company. It is usually 

measured as either ratios of debt to equity or ratio of debt to assets. Financial literature on capital 

structure has been voluminous and the topic has been continuously debated for the last thirty 

over years. The key theoretical question that has received much attention in finance literature has 

been whether the capital structure of a firm affects its market value or not. 

 

In an effort to examine this, two schools of thought are debated. These are the views of the 

traditionalists and the modernists. Some financial theorists (traditionalist) suggested that capital 

structure does affect market value of the firm, while other (modernist) expressed that capital 

structure does not affect the market value of the firm. Therefore, it is important to discuss the 

arguments proposed by both sides of the debate so that we can be familiar with their point of 

view. 

One issue that needs to consider is whether financing decisions can have an effect on investment 

decisions and thereby affect the value of the company. Put another way, will the way in which a 

company finances its assets (i.e. how much debt a company uses relative to equity) affect the 

company’s average cost of capital and hence the company’s value? If an optimum financing mix 

exists (i.e. one that gives a minimum WACC), then it would be in a company’s best interests to 

locate it and move towards this optimal capital structure. There has been a large amount of 

academic discussion on the subject of whether or not an optimal capital structure exists for 

individual companies. Before we go on to discuss the differing views on capital structure, we 
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shall first consider the factors that determine the rate of return required by shareholders and debt 

holders. 

Gearing and the required rate of return 

The rate of return required by shareholders and debt holders on their investments reflects the risk 

they face. Consequently the required rate of return of shareholders will always be higher than 

that of debt holders since shareholders face higher levels of risk. We shall now consider in detail 

the factors that determine the shape of the cost of debt curve and the cost of equity curve faced 

by a company, i.e. the relationship between these costs of capital and the level of gearing. 

Let us consider first the cost of equity curve. Exhibit 9.4 summarizes the factors that determine 

the shareholders’ required rate of return. As a minimum, shareholders require the risk-free rate of 

return, which can be approximated by the yield on short-dated government debt (Treasury bills). 

In addition to this, shareholders require a premium for business risk, which is the risk associated 

with a company’s profits and earnings varying due to systematic influences on that company’s 

business sector. The level of business risk faced by shareholders will clearly vary from company 

to company and so therefore will the required premium. The combination of the risk-free rate 

and the business risk premium represents the cost of equity of a company financed entirely by 

equity. 

As a company starts to gear up by taking on debt finance, its distributable profits will be reduced 

by the interest payments it is required to make, although this reduction in profitability is lessened 

by the tax shield on debt. Any volatility in operating profits will be accentuated by the need to 

meet interest payments since these payments represent an additional cost. Further volatility in 

distributable profits arises if some or all of the interest payments are on floating rate rather than 

fixed rate debt since the size of such payments will be determined by prevailing market interest 

rates. The volatility of distributable profits arising from the need to meet interest payments, 

which is called financial risk, will get progressively higher as a company’s gearing level 

increases. Shareholders require a premium for facing financial risk and this premium increases 

with the level of a company’s gearing. 
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Finally, at very high levels of gearing, the possibility of the company going into liquidation 

increases due to its potential inability to meet interest payments. At high levels of gearing, 

shareholders require compensation for facing bankruptcy risk in addition to compensation for 

facing financial risk, resulting in a steeper slope for the cost of equity curve. 

Turning to the cost of debt curve, we note that the situation of debt holders is different from that 

of shareholders. The returns of debt holders are fixed in the sense that they do not vary with 

changes in a company’s profit level. By definition, therefore, debt holders do not face financial 

risk. They do, however, face bankruptcy risk at very high levels of gearing, but they face a lower 

level of bankruptcy risk than shareholders since debt holders have a preferential position in the 

creditor hierarchy and are able to secure debts against corporate assets. 

The traditional approach to capital structure 

The first view of capital structure we are going to consider is usually called the traditional 

approach. This view or model, like those that follow it, relies on a number of simplifying 

assumptions which are: 

 no taxes exist, either at a personal or a corporate level; 

 companies have two choices of finance: perpetual debt finance or ordinary equity shares; 

 companies can change their capital structure without issue or redemption costs; 

 any increase in debt finance is accompanied by a simultaneous decrease in equity finance 

of the same amount; 

 companies pay out all distributable earnings as dividends; 

 the business risk associated with a company is constant over time; 

 Companies’ earnings and hence dividends do not grow over time. 
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The proposition of the traditional approach to capital structure is that an optimal capital structure 

does exist and that a company can therefore increase its total value by the sensible use of debt 

finance within its capital structure. The traditional approach is illustrated in Exhibit 9.5. 

Exhibit 9.5 can be explained as follows. The cost of equity curve (Ke) rises with increased 

gearing due to the increasing level of financial risk being faced by shareholders. The curve rises 

at a steeper rate at high gearing levels due to the risk of bankruptcy threatening the value of 

shareholders’ investments. The cost of debt curve (Kd) will rise only at high levels of gearing, 

where bankruptcy risk threatens the value of debt holders’ investments. A company financed 

entirely by equity will be located at point A in Exhibit 9.5. As a company starts to replace more 

expensive equity with cheaper debt finance, shareholders are initially indifferent to the 

introduction of a small amount of financial risk: their response to increasing financial risk is not 

a linear one. The WACC of the company will fall initially due to the benefit of the cheaper debt 

finance outweighing any increase in the cost of the company’s remaining equity finance. Hence 

the company’s WACC will fall to B, to give an optimal capital structure represented by the point 

X. If the company continues to gear up, increasing its gearing past X, the benefits associated 

with using cheaper debt finance are outweighed by the increase in the cost of the company’s 

remaining equity finance. The company’s WACC curve will therefore start to rise. At very high 

levels of gearing, bankruptcy risk causes the cost of equity curve to rise at a steeper rate and also 

causes the cost of debt to start to rise. At very high levels of gearing, therefore, the company’s 

WACC curve will rise at an even faster rate. 
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The conclusion of the traditional approach to capital structure is that an optimal capital structure 

does exist for individual companies. A company should therefore use the combination of debt 

and equity finance that minimizes its overall cost of capital in order to maximize the wealth of its 

shareholders. This view is in sharp contrast to that put forward by Miller and Modigliani, which 

we now consider. 

Miller and Modigliani (I): the net income approach 

As with their views on the importance of dividend policy, the opinions of Miller and Modigliani 

on the importance of capital structure flew in the face of traditional beliefs. The proposition put 

forward by Miller and Modigliani (1958) was that a company’s WACC remains unchanged at all 

levels of gearing, implying that no optimal capital structure exists for a particular company. They 

argued that the market value of a company depends on its expected performance and commercial 

risk: the market value of a company and its cost of capital are independent of its capital structure. 

They came to this conclusion using a model based on the assumptions outlined in the previous 

section, but added the extra assumption that capital markets were perfect. The assumption that 

capital markets are perfect was central to their model as it implies that bankruptcy risk could be 

ignored. Companies in financial distress could always raise additional finance in a perfect capital 

market. A diagrammatic representation of their model is shown in Exhibit 9.6. 

 

The relationship between the curves in Exhibit 9.6 can be explained as follows. The cost of 

equity curve (Ke) increases at a constant rate in order to reflect the higher financial risk faced by 

shareholders at higher levels of gearing: there is a linear relationship between the cost of equity 

and financial risk (level of gearing). As debt holders do not face bankruptcy risk, the cost of debt 

curve (Kd) is horizontal and the cost of debt does not increase at high levels of gearing: the cost 

of debt is independent of the level of gearing. A company financed entirely by equity is 
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represented by point A in Exhibit 9.6. As the company gears up by replacing equity with an 

equivalent amount of debt, the benefit of using an increased level of cheaper debt finance is 

exactly offset by the increasing cost of the company’s equity finance. The company’s WACC 

therefore remains constant and, since its net income or earnings is constant, so is its market 

value. Miller and Modigliani therefore state that the WACC of a geared company is identical to 

the cost of equity the company would have if it were financed entirely by equity. This cost of 

equity is determined by the risk-free rate of return and the business risk of the company; it is 

independent of financial risk (level of gearing). Miller and Modigliani supported their argument 

that capital structure was irrelevant in determining the market value and average cost of capital 

of a company by using arbitrage theory. 

The arbitrage approach to capital structure 

Arbitrage theory states that goods which are perfect substitutes for each other should not sell at 

different prices in the same market. Applying this to companies, Miller and Modigliani argued 

that two companies identical in every way except for their gearing levels should have identical 

average costs of capital and hence should not have different market values. This argument is best 

illustrated with an example. 
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There are, however, serious flaws in Miller and Modigliani’s arbitrage argument, owing mainly 

to the unrealistic nature of their assumptions. First, the assumption that individuals can borrow at 

the same rate as companies can be challenged. The costs of personal debt and corporate debt 

cannot be the same, because companies have a higher credit rating than the majority of 

individuals. Personal borrowing is therefore seen as riskier, and hence more costly, than 

corporate borrowing. Second, their assumption that there are no transaction costs associated with 

the buying and selling of shares is clearly untrue. Higher personal borrowing rates and 
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transaction costs both undermine the ability of investors to make risk-free profits from arbitrage, 

therefore creating the possibility of identical companies being overvalued and undervalued. 

Miller and Modigliani (1958) acknowledged the rather unrealistic nature of their assumptions in 

their paper, stating that: ‘These and other drastic simplifications have been necessary in order to 

come to grips with the problem at all. Having served their purpose they can now be relaxed in 

the direction of greater realism and relevance.’ 

 

Another simplification made by Miller and Modigliani was to ignore the existence of taxation. 

They amended their model to take into account corporation tax in a later paper, which is the 

subject of the next section. 

Miller and Modigliani (II): corporate tax 

In their second paper on capital structure, Miller and Modigliani (1963) amended their earlier 

model by recognising the existence of corporate tax. Their acknowledgement of the existence of 

corporate tax and the tax deductibility of interest payments implies that, as a company gears up 

by replacing equity with debt, it shields more and more of its profits from corporate tax. The tax 

advantage enjoyed by debt finance over equity finance means that a company’s WACC 

decreases as gearing increases; this suggests that the optimal capital structure for a company is 

100 per cent debt finance. This is illustrated in Exhibit 9.7. The cost of debt curve (Kd) from 

Miller and Modigliani’s first model shifts downwards to reflect the lower after-tax cost of debt 

finance (Kd(1 - CT)). As a company gears up its WACC curve now falls. 

Market imperfections 

There is clearly a problem with the model proposed in Miller and Modigliani’s second paper 

since in practice companies do not adopt an all-debt capital structure. This indicates the existence 
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of factors which undermine the tax advantages of debt finance and which Miller and Modigliani 

failed to take into account. These factors are now considered. 

Bankruptcy costs 

The obvious omission from their second model is bankruptcy costs. This stems from their 

assumption that capital markets are perfect. In a perfect capital market, a company will always 

be able to raise finance and thereby prevent bankruptcy. In practice, while capital markets are 

considered to be efficient, they cannot be considered to be perfect. In reality, at high levels of 

gearing, there is a significant possibility of a company defaulting on its interest commitments 

and hence being declared bankrupt. At higher levels of gearing, then, where bankruptcy becomes 

a possibility, shareholders require a higher rate of return to compensate them for facing 

bankruptcy risk. 

The costs of bankruptcy can be classified in two ways: 

 Direct bankruptcy costs: includes the costs of paying lenders higher rates of interest to 

compensate them for higher risk and, if forced into liquidation, the cost of employing 

lawyers and accountants to manage the liquidation process. 

 Indirect bankruptcy costs: includes loss of sales and goodwill as a consequence of 

operating the company at extreme levels of financial distress and, if forced into 

liquidation, the cost of having to sell assets at below their market value. 

If we now combine the tax shield advantage of increasing gearing with the bankruptcy costs 

associated with very high levels of gearing (in effect Miller and Modigliani’s 1963 view 

modified to take into account bankruptcy risk) we again see an optimal capital structure 

emerging. This is illustrated in Exhibit 9.8. 
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Exhibit 9.8 can be explained in the following manner. As a company financed entirely by equity 

increases its gearing by replacing equity with debt, its market value increases due to the 

increasing value of its tax shield. This is given by the vertical distance between the dotted line 

DA and the line DC. Bankruptcy becomes a possibility when the gearing level increases beyond 

X and consequently the company’s cost of equity starts to rise more steeply to compensate 

shareholders for facing bankruptcy risk, eating into the benefit of the tax shield. Beyond gearing 

level Y the marginal benefit of the tax shield is outweighed by the marginal increase in the cost 

of equity due to higher bankruptcy risk. An optimal gearing level therefore exists at gearing level 

Y where: 

AC = value of the tax shield 

BC = cost of bankruptcy risk 

AB = net benefit of the geared company. 

Gearing levels beyond Y will increase the value of the tax shield but this is more than cancelled 

out by increasing bankruptcy costs, leading to a decline in the value of the company. 

While there is little doubt about the existence of bankruptcy costs at high gearing levels, the size 

of such costs and the level of gearing at which they become relevant (indicated by point X in 

Exhibit 9.8.) are less clear. Very little research has been done in the area of bankruptcy costs. 

Baxter (1967) made a study of individual and small US company liquidations, and found 

bankruptcy costs to be of sufficient magnitude to warrant consideration. Warner (1977) 

considered the bankruptcy of large public limited companies and found that direct bankruptcy 

costs were insignificant. Research by Altman (1984) into the bankruptcy of industrial companies 
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found that the combined direct and indirect costs at the time of filing for bankruptcy averaged 

16.7 per cent of a company’s value. More recently Andrade and Kaplan (1998) estimated the 

combined effect of both economic and financial stress led to an average loss of 38 per cent of 

company value, based on 31 highly geared US companies over the period 1980–89. Financial 

distress accounted for 12 per cent of the total loss of value. These figures are clearly significant, 

even after allowing for the probability of bankruptcy occurring and its time of occurrence. 

Agency costs 

At higher levels of gearing, in addition to bankruptcy costs, there are costs associated with the 

problem of agency. If gearing levels are high, shareholders have a lower stake in a company and 

have fewer funds at risk if the company fails. They will therefore prefer the company to invest in 

high-risk/high-return projects since they will enjoy the benefit of the higher returns that arise. 

Providers of debt finance, however, will not share in the higher returns from such high-risk 

projects since their returns are not dependent on company performance. Hence they will take 

steps to prevent the company from undertaking high-risk projects which might put their 

investment at risk. They may, for example, impose restrictive covenants on the management. 

Such covenants could restrict future dividend payments, place restrictions on ways of raising 

finance or impose minimum levels of liquidity. Alternatively, debt holders may increase the level 

of management monitoring and require a higher level of financial information with respect to the 

company’s activities. These agency costs will eat further into the tax shield benefits associated 

with increasing gearing levels. 

Pecking order theory 

Pecking order theory (Donaldson 1961) goes against the idea of companies having a unique 

combination of debt and equity finance which minimises their cost of capital. The theory 

suggests that when a company is looking at financing its long-term investments, it has a well-

defined order of preference with respect to the sources of finance available to it. Its first 

preference is to use internal finance or retained earnings rather than external sources of finance. 

If internal finance proves insufficient, bank borrowings and corporate bonds are the preferred 

source of external source of finance. After exhausting both of these possibilities, the final and 

least preferred source of finance is issuing new equity capital. 

The initial explanation of these preferences involves issue costs and the ease with which sources 

of finance are accessed. Retained earnings are readily accessible, have no issue costs and do not 
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involve dealing or negotiating with third parties such as banks. As for the choice between debt 

and equity finance, the cost of issuing new debt is much smaller than the cost of issuing new 

equity; it is also possible to raise small amounts of debt, whereas it is not usually possible to 

raise small amounts of equity. Additionally the issue of debt avoids the potential ownership 

issues associated with the issue of new equity. 

A more sophisticated explanation for the existence of a pecking order was put forward by Myers 

(1984). He suggested that the order of preference stemmed from the existence of asymmetry of 

information between the company and the capital markets. For example, suppose that a company 

wants to raise finance for a new project and the capital market has underestimated the benefit of 

the project. The company’s managers, with their inside information, will be aware that the 

market has undervalued the company. They will therefore choose to finance the project through 

retained earnings so that, when the market sees clearly the true value of the project, existing 

shareholders will benefit. If retained earnings are insufficient, managers will choose debt finance 

in preference to issuing new shares as they will not want to issue new shares if they are 

undervalued by the market. The opposite is true if the company considers the capital market to 

be overvaluing its shares in the light of the new project they are about to accept. In this situation 

it will prefer to issue new shares at what it considers to be an overvalued price.  

Baskin (1989) examined the relationship between profits and companies’ gearing levels and 

found a significant negative relationship between high profits and high gearing levels. This 

finding contradicts the idea of the existence of an optimal capital structure and gives support to 

the insights offered by pecking order theory. Subsequent evidence has been mixed. US-based 

research by Frank and Goyal (2003) produced evidence contradicting pecking order theory while 

Watson and Wilson (2002), basing their research on UK shares, found in favour of the theory. 

Does an optimal capital structure exist? A conclusion 

In this chapter we have shown that gearing is an important consideration for companies. Some 

academic theories support the existence of an optimal capital structure (i.e. the traditional 

approach, and Miller and Modigliani (II) with bankruptcy costs). Others argue that one capital 

structure is as good as another (Miller and Modigliani (I), and Miller). When considering the 

market imperfections that exist, such as corporate and personal taxation, and bankruptcy and 

agency costs, we tend towards accepting the existence of an optimal capital structure. In practice, 

though, it is more likely that there exists a range of capital structures with which a company can 
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minimize its WACC (i.e. between P and Q in Exhibit 9.10) rather than one particular 

combination of debt and equity finance (i.e. optimal capital structure) that academic theories 

such as the traditional approach suggest. This implies that the WACC curve will be flatter in 

practice than the U-shaped curve put forward by academic theories. 

 

In conclusion, it appears that by integrating sensible levels of debt into its capital structure a 

company can enjoy the tax advantages arising from debt finance and thereby reduce its weighted 

average cost of capital, as long as it does not increase its gearing to levels that give rise to 

concern among its investors about its possible bankruptcy. 

 

 


